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Juan F. Cerdá lectures on English drama, American literature and cultural studies at
the University of Murcia. He is a member of the “The reception of Shakespeare’s
works in Spanish and European culture” research project in Murcia and has mostly
written about the reception of Shakespeare’s plays in Spanish theatrical culture and
cinema. His articles have been published in journals such as Shakespeare, Cahiers
Élisabéthains and Borrowers and Lenders. He has contributed to Shakespeare and
Conflict: A European Perspective (Palgrave, 2013) and to Shakespeare beyond English:
A Global Experiment (Cambridge, 2013), and has co-edited Shakespeare in Spain: An
Annotated Bilingual Bibliography (University of Granada/Edit.um, 2015) and Romeo
and Juliet in European Cultures (John Benjamins, 2017).
Just as Barak Obama’s administration was taken by conservatives as prove of the end
of racial discrimination, the possibility of Hilary Clinton becoming the next president of
the world’s first economy demonstrated the futility of the feminist struggle. This late
cop-out of the demands of equalitarianism can be seen as the natural continuation of
the conservative backlash of the 1980s, both embraced and expanded by the present
commander in chief. However, Donald Trump’s sexist rhetoric and demeanour,
together with recent cases of sexual harassment in the media have attracted a
renewed interest in feminism which lately had been lurking mostly in activist and
intellectual circles. The US mass media craze for feminism could be just a passing fad
but, even when the dust settles, these debates will still be a part of a much larger
context of local and global feminisms that have taken on the struggle of the first two
waves spurred at the turn of the twentieth century and in the 1960 and 70s.
Specifically, for the third wave of feminism of the twenty-first century gender violence
has (re)emerged as a central concern, so it is in this light that certain early works by
Shakespeare have assumed a special relevance. This seminar takes contemporary
debates on feminism as the starting point for the discussion of The Taming of the
Shrew, the poem “The Rape of Lucrece”, their afterlives and their current
significations.
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Prerequisites to follow the
seminar

Seminar objectives /skills
to be developed by the
students

Session 1 – Presentation /
plan

Session 2 – Presentation /
plan

Session 3 – Presentation /
plan

Students will be expected to have read The Taming of the Shrew and “The Rape of
Lucrece” (Arden, Oxford, New Cambridge or Norton editions); will be expected to
participate actively in the discussions; and could be required to read a selection of
short texts provided in the preparatory period prior to the Intensive Programme
At the end of the seminar, the student will be able to have come to a contextualised
understanding of the relationship between women and sexual abuse in the early
modern period and how that relationship is rearticulated in contemporary cultures.
The student will acquire a historical and critical awareness of feminist movements, of
their main concerns and of their main critiques. Students will be familiar with key
methodologies for the study of Shakespeare’s work and its relationship to
contemporary culture.
Students will be introduced to the history of feminism and feminist studies, with
special attention being paid to the conflict between third-wave and postfeminism.
Students will be presented with specific social and political conflicts related to
violence and abuse on women in contemporary cultures.
Students will be introduced to the methodologies of New Historicism in order to frame
the early modern interest in the relationship between women and sexual abuse. The
session will then pay attention to Shakespeare’s treatment of violence through the
characters of Katherina and Lucrece to establish the key nodes of interpretation that
will be used to discuss key conflicts of abuse in later contexts.
Students will be introduced to the methodologies of cultural materialism, presentism
and adaptation studies, to later move on to the analysis and discussion of afterlives of
these works by Shakespeare.
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